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Herbal Infused Smokables Are A Hit
Sun God Medicinals Doubles Down On Initial Success and Expands Product Line
Southern Oregon herbal manufacturer Sun God Medicinals expands their line of game changing herbal
infused blunts and pre-rolls, focusing on the synergistic effect of blending medicinal herbs with cannabis.
Central Point, OR - Sun God Medicinals announced today the release of its third herbal infused cannabis
blunt. The first two blunts from Sun God Medicinals made their market debut in June of 2021, one sativa and
one indica each offering a specific body effect. The company says that based on their immediate success and a
strong demand from the public, they are now releasing a third blunt called Panacea Transition that is hybrid
strain focused with herbs to support life’s transitions.
This new blunt pairs top shelf hybrid cannabis flower, kief, and live resin oil with six medicinal herbs selected
to help the mind and body deal with an ever changing world. Herbs like mullein, skullcap, chamomile,
passionflower and more work together to help with life and body transitions. Soothing herbs chosen to help
the body and mind adjust to change.

The first blunts released back in early summer were Hypnos Sleep Blunt with herbs like skullcap and lemon
balm to help the body and mind in preparation for deep sleep and Heka Visionary Blunt featuring herbs such
as damiana and motherwort meant to help relax the inner spirit in preparation for enhanced perception, mind
expansion, and vision quests.

Due to the success of these new blunts Sun God Medicinals will also be offering pre-roll versions of these
same three formulas in a single 1 gram pre-roll or a 2 pack of .5g pre-rolls

Sticking with the company’s commitment to bioregional herbalism only certified organic medicinal herbs that
can be cultivated in Southern Oregon will be used in this new line of smokables. The company’s founder,
Brie Malarkey, continues to offer cannabis products that bring medicinal herbs back into focus.
“I wanted a magical cannabis smoking experience that also introduces consumers to healing herbs,” said
Malarkey. “Blending these herbs together with the cannabis Oregon consumers love offers the public a truly
unique experience we know they will enjoy.”
These products are only available in OLCC-licensed, Oregon retail cannabis stores and plans are in place to
expand this line further with a new line of pre-rolls in the near future with a single cannabis strain and a single
supporting herb formulated for flavor.
For more information, visit the company’s OLCC dispensary website at: https://www.sungodmeds.com/
About Sun God Medicinals
Headquartered in Central Point, Oregon, Sun God Medicinals is a family owned, bioregional herbal company
formally founded in the Summer of 2014. With a mission to blend & extract quality, healing herbs from
Southern Oregon the company formulates with the health of the end user in mind. From certified organic
artisan herbal teas and tinctures to soothing hemp and marijuana topicals, and more, the product lines aim to
help people find the right herbs, for the right body needs. The company produces both an herbal products line
and hemp and cannabis product lines. They search for herbal supplements grown as nature intended, in
small-batches, to ensure quality.

